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Introduction 

Welcome to coaching soccer with Southern Maryland Youth Organization (SMYO). This is an 

extraordinary opportunity to help guide our youth as they learn the game of soccer. We are here 

to help you and offer as many coaching tools as possible. We wish you success and hope your 

experience is as rewarding as ours.  

 

Melissa Blondell  

SMYO Soccer Commissioner 

Important Numbers and Points of Contact 

1. Please add the following cellular phone number to your cell phones. You will need to contact 

me throughout the season.  

 

Melissa Blondell, 240-346-9417 

 

2. The County Weather line is posted in your Soccer County Guidelines book that will be handed 

out with schedules. NOTE: This is for coaches only! Do not give that out to parents. 

 

3. Restroom Combination: __________. This combo will unlock a lock box with the restroom 

key. The first coach to SMYO must open restrooms and the last coach leaving SMYO must lock 

the restroom doors (either soccer, baseball, or softball). The lock box is on the back side of the 

Women’s restroom privacy fence. 

 

4. Shed Combination: __________. This combo will be needed to access the SMYO Soccer 

Drop Box (a large plastic tub). We will place important documents in the Drop Box for the coach 

to retrieve and you may place important forms inside for us. For example, we will place hard-

copy schedules & guidelines and the picture packets. You must pick those documents up as soon 

as possible. We highly recommend that you put the combo in your cell phone somewhere. 

 

NOTE: DO NOT LET CHILDREN PLAY INSIDE SOCCER SHED. We keep tools and place 

poison around the shed to keep mice and snakes away. 
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Safety 

Goals 

Never allow a child to hang from any soccer goal at any location. Make sure goals are always 

anchored. If SMYO ones are not anchored, please go inside the shed and find the anchors on the 

shelves and the mallet. Ask a parent to help but please hammer the anchors flat against the base. 

Let Melissa or Joyce know immediately that you found a goal unsecured. 

Weather 

We try to never close SMYO fields so if we have a little rain, the coach will make the call. 

Significant storms may cause us to close it down and we’ll post a message on the SMYO line as 

well as email you as soon as possible. The county does not like to cancel games and does not 

want to close parks so again, call the county coach’s line that is on the back of your county 

guidelines (DO NOT GIVE THAT NUMBER TO PARENTS). If you provide us with your cell 

numbers, we will gladly text you the same time that we email messages. 

 

The Heat Index can be a factor. The county will canceled activities due to the extreme heat. We 

will treat the heat as we do rain. If you don’t hear from the Commissioners, it is your call. If the 

county closes parks due to the heat, we will close/cancel all practices.  

Lightning and Thunder 

SMYO policy is that if you see lightning or hear thunder, leave the fields immediately. Do not 

return until 15 minutes has passed since the last time you heard thunder or seen lightning. DO 

NOT RISK ANY CHILD OR MEMBER’S LIFE. 

Dehydration 

Make sure your players are drinking extra liquids (water, juice, Gatorades, etc) during hot 

weather. Watch for sodas & teas, these are not appropriate for hot days. Some game days, the 

referees are instructed to stop play for water breaks, if the weather is extremely hot. 

Concussions 

Charles County has provided an information sheet for all members to read and sign. If a player is 

hit during the game, pull your player from the game when they have been hit in the head, even if 

they jump up and say all is well. Check it out yourself. Take every hit to the head seriously.  

Fields 

Walk your fields and check for rocks, branches, bottles, etc. 

Injuries 

Take every injury seriously and pull a child off the field. Send them to their parents if that’s best. 

If you have a serious injury, call 911 immediately. Ask your parents if anyone is a nurse, doctor, 
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EMT, fireman, etc. and trained in emergencies. We highly recommend coaches take CPR and 1
st
 

aid classes. 

 

NOTE: Our experience tells us that parents and players don’t always tell you about sickness and 

injuries. Ask at your parent meeting if anyone has a condition that you need to be aware of and 

talk with your players and parents throughout the season. 

No One Behind Goals 

Soccer safety world-wide, does not permit anyone to stand, sit, or coach behind the goals. This is 

something each and every coach, player, and parent must enforce at all times. That area is 

dangerous because our players are shooting soccer balls in that direction. Please do not allow 

parents to set their chairs up during practices near the goals. 

Tournament Safety 

If SMYO sponsors or participates in soccer tournaments, please be aware that field setups may 

be different than season games. For example, tournament administrators may establish team 

zones between fields (NO PARENTS PERMITTED). Family/team areas may be designated for 

parents to setup canopies and this will be short distances from game fields. 

Folders 

Please review every item. Some of these are critical and must be with you at the fields during 

practices/games. Many games have situations that need those documents in hand. 

 

Every coach must have their guidelines, roster, and schedule. 

Practice Requirements 

Field permits for teams practicing at schools and parks. Roster or phone lists to contact every 

parent in case of emergency. 

County/SMYO Guidelines 

SMYO has guidelines as well as the county rules. The county will provide you guidelines when 

the schedules are received.  

FIFA Rule Book 

Soccer has 17 laws. Teach these to the players. One technique is to teach 1 rule per week then 

email your parents what you taught. Many parents are learning soccer along with our youngest 

players. 
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Table 1: FIFA Laws of Soccer 

Law Number Law Content 

Law 1 The Field 

Law 2 The Ball 

Law 3 Players on the Field 

Law 4 Equipment 

Law 5 The Referee 

Law 6 The Assistant Referees 

Law 7 Duration of the Match 

Law 8 Start and Restart of Play 

Law 9 The Ball in and Out of Play 

Law 10 The Method of Scoring 

Law 11 Offside 

Law 12 Fouls and Misconduct 

Law 13 Free Kicks 

Law 14 Penalty Kick 

Law 15 Throw-In 

Law 16 Goal Kick 

Law 17 Corner Kick 

 

Expectations 

This short list of critical topics is what the Soccer Commissioners expect from each and every 

coach. For example, coaches must run drills during practice sessions. Teams must not scrimmage 

the whole practice session.  

Drills 

We provide a list of web site to for help with soccer drills, guidelines and laws, and equipment 

and apparel.  

 
Table 2: Resources 

Websites 

Soccer Expert www.soccerxpert.com 

Soccer Help www.soccerhelp.com 

Complete Soccer Guide www.completesoccerguide.com 

Soccer Training www.soccer-training-guide.com 

Soccer Guidance and Laws 

Maryland State Youth Soccer Association – 

Includes coaches licensing classes 

www.msysa.com 

National Alliance for Youth Coaching  nays.org 

Federation Internationale de Football Association www.fifa.com 

US Youth Soccer www.usyouthsoccer.org 

http://www.soccerxpert/
http://www.soccerhelp/
http://www.completesoccerguide/
http://www.soccer/
http://www.msysa/
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Maryland State Soccer Association www.marylandsoccer.com 

Referee Information www.marylandreferees.com/msr2/ 

Soccer Equipment and Apparel 

Soccer One www.soccersupplies.com 

Soccer Post www.SoccerPost.com 

American Challenge www.challengesoccercompany.com 

Challenger Teamwear www.challengerteamwear.com 

 

Game Day 

1. During game day, if you need something, please remember that we may be coaching at 

another Charles County location. We cannot answer the phone while coaching games. Send a 

text that you need to speak with one of us ASAP. Also, we have several SMYO Board Members 

who coach soccer and are available to assist with any issue. These individuals are often at your 

location. If you have a complaint about a game, please call to discuss when the day’s games are 

complete. Also, see section on complaints. 

 

2. Play the game without a referee. For Pee Wee and U7, if a referee fails to show, coaches/ 

parents call the game. For U9 and older, typically a field attendant is present and you can inquire 

with the other team’s coach as well. Presidents of Indian Head, Bryans Road, Accokeek, and 

SMYO are often around the fields and can find a referee for you or make phone calls. Bottom 

line, play the game with coaches or parents calling the game. Work with the other team to 

determine a fair referee situation. For example, your team will referee the first half and the other 

team will referee the second half.  

 

3. Fielding a Team. If a team cannot field enough players that is a forfeit lost of 1-0. However, if 

the referee and coaches want to play the game anyway with fewer players, that is permissible but 

still goes down as a forfeit. Make that forfeit issue clear to all coaches and referee as well as your 

parents. Finally, the referee does not have to call a game that has already been determined a 

forfeit. 

 

4. A coach or assistant coach must show at least 30 minutes before your game.  

 

5. Game Sportsmanship and Relevant Issues.  

 

Remember during games that you represent our organization as well as an adult parent to 

children that are watching you. Every action you take or comment made is seen/heard by your 

players and parents. If something is unusual or wrong, please conduct yourself in good 

sportsmanship at all times. For example, if a team has 2 players with the same number on their 

jersey. Talk with the referee and coach of the other team to make sure the referee is aware and 

approves. The game will be played. This is a non-issue, just a matter of clarification.  

 

Another relevant issue is the size of players. Some age groups, specifically the U12 group, have 

children 9-11 years and vary in sizes and shapes. We are aware of some age differences that were 

addressed at the county but please, play the game and teach our players how to play against 

larger players.  
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6. Game Score. Report game scores by Sunday to us via email or text.  

Age Group, Ball Size, Number of Players, Game Times 

Each age group plays with different ball sizes and number of players on the field. The table 

below describes these requirements.  

 
Table 3: Age Group, Ball Size, and Number of Players 

Age Group Ball Size Number of Players Game Times 

Pee Wee 3 5 v 5 or lower 15-minute halves 

U7 3 7 v 7 20-minute halves 

U9 4 8 v 8 20-minute halves 

U12 4 8 v 8 25- minute halves 

U14 5 11 v 11 30-minute halves 

U18 5 11 v 11 35-minute halves 

Scores 

Please text your scores as soon as possible. These are due no later than 4pm, Sunday evening. 

We post these on our web site but must send all scores to the County on Monday morning.  

 

Please remember sportsmanship rules while coaching your teams. Ensure that the score of the 

game is not separated by more than five (5) goals.  

PeeWee 

1.No coach is allowed on the field of play. No coach is permitted inside the goal box (that’s the 

area closest to the goals) and no parent/coach may stand behind the goal. Coaches must not touch 

the players during the games. However, placing your players during set plays is acceptable. For 

example, before kickoff, goal kicks, corner kicks, and kick-ins. Placing a player is gently guiding 

the child to the proper location. Do not drag, grab a jersey, push/pull, or any physically strong-

arm move to make the child move. 

 

2. Do not keep score. 

 

3. If no referee, coaches run the game 

 

4. Lines must be painted before the games and referees may stop the game until the lines are 

painted. Painting is to be completed Friday evenings or 45 minutes before the first game of the 

day. See your game schedule for assigned paint lining duties, home team is responsible (second 

team on the schedule). Parents are permitted to help with this task. Coaches may train the parents 

to use the paint machines. 

 

5. Concession duty is mandatory. See your schedule for assigned shifts. We try to encourage 1 

parent for the first session and a second parent for the second session. The SMYO Concession 

Manager has a right to stop all games until the assigned team provides concession help. Any 
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parent refusing to work their assigned concession duty is in violation of SMYO policy that was 

agreed upon when the player was registered. Provide the parent’s name to the Soccer 

Commissioners for further action, including but not limited to removal from SMYO 

membership. 

 

6. Trash duty is mandatory. See your schedule for assigned shifts. The bags must be replaced 

after the final Saturday games. However, each set of games has an assigned team to check trash. 

Bags liners are in the soccer shed and trash must be taken to the dumpster in the parking lot. 

Coaches may use the Gator for this duty or drag the bins/bags to the dumpster. 

U7 

1. Each season we evaluate whether to keep the teams at SMYO or play within the county 

program. If we play at SMYO, most rules listed above for Pee Wee apply. For example, no 

coaches on the field, coaches will call games if no referee is available, coaches paint lines, and 

concession and trash duties apply.  

 

2. No one in the goal box or behind the goal to coach. 

 

U9 
 

1. Each season we evaluate whether to keep the teams at SMYO or play within the county 

program. If we play at SMYO, most rules listed above for Pee Wee apply. For example, coaches 

will call games if no referee is available, coaches paint lines, and concession and trash duties 

apply.  

 

2. SMYO U9 will play OFFSIDE, county does not play offside in U9.  

 

3. U9 plays 8 v 8  

 

Coaching 

We offer many tools to help including a coach’s package (clipboard, stopwatch, & whistle). 

Other information inside your folder or in our storage closet include card decks, training sites, 

training rings, red Coaches t-shirts (must be worn at all games), and equipment bags after Field 

Prep.  

Equipment Bags 

Every bag includes the needed equipment to have successful practices and games.  

 

 Soccer balls 

 Cones 

 Air pump 

 Extra needles 

 1st aid kit 
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 Practice pennies 

Goalkeeper Jerseys 

Issued with jerseys and socks. Remember; do not wear goalkeeper jerseys during very hot 

weather games. Let the players wear a penny. Also, please do not stop a game to make a 

goalkeeper change because you’re pulling the jersey off one player and placing on another. If 

you must change in the middle of a quarter/half, let the substitute goalkeeper wear a penny. This 

keeps the game moving. 

Jerseys & Socks 

Distribution TBD and typically 1 week before the first game. Check your email daily. 

 

Uniforms are mandatory at all games. Ensure your players/parents understand that the referee 

can hold a player back if not in the correct uniform. Uniform includes jersey, shorts, socks, 

cleats, and shin guards.  

Pictures 

Each season, SMYO offers pictures and assign times. This is mandatory and an organizational 

fundraiser. We use the SMYO Clubhouse for pictures. Patience is needed as the space is small. 

Only coaches are allowed in with their teams. No parents. Order packets available 1-week prior. 

Even if you don’t purchase anything, encourage all players to attend for the team picture. 

Lights 

SMYO Soccer does not have lights for practices and games. We do have a few lamps pointed in 

the direction of the fields that would give enough light to finish a practice. Every coach at 

SMYO may turn lights on at the panels near baseball field 1 and 3. The soccer lamps are marked 

but remember, you must also turn those off. 

 

Charles County has a few fields with lights and those locations are typically where weekday 

games are during early spring season or late fall season. These fields are White Plains, Laurel 

Branch, and the Pisgah Park. 

Practices 

Mandatory to conduct drills, use the Card Deck, web sites, etc. for drill ideas. Coaches will be 

provided with mandatory practice curriculum for the season. This curriculum should be followed 

to ensure players are developing the needed skills to excel in the game of soccer.  

Parent Meeting 

1. Mandatory at first practice or hold a pre-season meeting. 

 

2. Parents must complete missing forms (code of conduct, county form, birth certificate copies, 

and concussion form). If a player has not submitted those, he/she does not play until forms are in 

your hands or ours). 
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3. Meet each parent so you recognize them as they drop off & pick up the players. If someone is 

picking up/dropping off a player that you do not recognize, ask for ID. Safety of our children is 

priority. Verify contact information for all parents. Know your players and their individual 

situations. 

 

4. Parents must sign the concussion letter. This is mandatory by County guidelines.  

Schedules 

1. County provides U7 and up unless we keep the U7/U9 program at SMYO. County usually 

runs very late but you must hand every parent a hard copy schedule. You can download the file 

from the County Parks and Recreation web site but hard copies are mandatory.  

 

2. We provide Pee Wee and U7/U9 if the program is kept at SMYO. These are usually ready 1 

week prior to season start. 

 

3. No Coach can reschedule games. Any cancelled games are rescheduled by the Soccer 

Commissioners or the county. If you receive a call from another league, tell them to go through 

their own President to reschedule.  Any rescheduled games played without the Soccer 

Commissioners authorization/coordination results in a forfeit loss for both teams. 

 

4. If in doubt, show for the game. When you are not sure if a game is going to be played, weather 

issues or few players, please go to the field. You may be the winner of a forfeit game if the other 

team doesn’t show. Some weekends are trying when boy or girl scouts have camps, but other 

teams face the same issues as you. 

 

5.  Sundays are available makeup days for county teams.  Charles County tries to reschedule 

weather-related cancelled games during weekdays throughout the season.  However, limited 

fields and lights are an issue and may result in the use of some Sundays for makeup games. 

 

Complaints 

1. Please know that we are here to support you - the coach. Your task is very difficult. If you 

have game issues that need our attention, please contact us as soon as possible. If it’s game day, 

text us or leave a voice message that you need to speak with us with details of the incident. After 

our games, we will call and discuss the situation. If we determined that a complaint is needed, 

you must document it in writing. The complaint must include game time, location, teams 

involved, player names or numbers (if you can record those), referee names, parent names, or 

coaches names. As many facts as possible are needed. Document the issue to include the facts. 

Finally, if this is a violation of FIFA rules or county guidelines, list which rule/law is violated. 

This must be submitted by Sunday evening because they are submitted to County Monday 

morning. We have 48 hours to file complaints. 

 

2. If you have parents complaining, ask that they show you what rule/guideline/law is in 

violation. We have found through years of experience, many parents do not know the rules. 

Ensure that you share the rules/guidelines/laws with your parents. 
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Referees 

1. Do not argue with referees, especially ones at SMYO. Many of these young teenagers are 

players on our U18 teams. Talk with the referee and ask questions but if you have concerns, 

please text or email after the game.  

 

2. Do not follow a referee to the parking lot or let a parent do it. You can receive a red card and 

be ejected from the following game. The parent can receive a red card, blocked from future 

games, and their child be removed from the soccer program. 

 

3. Experience will show you that not every call a referee makes is accurate. But when the game 

is done, you can typically say that the referee missed some in our favor and against us. For 

example, referees may miss who kicked the ball out. Later in the game, no doubt you received a 

call in your favor. Remember, some of the referees do not have assistant referees to watch the 

touch lines.  

 

4. To circumvent any major issues, talk with the referee prior to the game and go over critical 

rules. For example, review half times (20 minute halves, 25, 30, etc), offside or not (U12 and up 

play offside rules), no slide tackles, and foul language. Know what the consequences are for foul 

language or let the referee know you have 2 players with the same jersey number. 

Rules 

Each season, we see and hear about other teams not following rules. However, we have set 

guidelines that are enforced. For example, the FIFA rule is that all players must wear the same 

uniform. This includes 2 socks of the same colors and uniform shorts. If any SMYO player 

shows to a game out of uniform, they are benched. This is our policy and every parent is notified 

prior to the season. We know that other teams will have a player who wears the wrong shorts, 

that is their coach and organization’s responsibility to take action. This is also the decision of the 

referee to permit the player out of uniform to participate or not. Our rules are set for safety, 

fairness, and fun. If any coach or parent does not follow the rules, we will speak with him/her 

and remove them, if necessary. We will also visit your games and monitor difficult situations 

with parents and players. 

 

Team Parties/Award 

At the end of each season, teams may have a party.  All planning and expenses are the 

responsibility of the teams/parents.  SMYO does not provide trophies, medals, awards, etc.  We 

recommend using our concessions stands, such as ordering food/ice cream ahead of time.  

Contact the Concession Manager a couple weeks prior to party so enough food is ordered.  We 

also have a foldup table in the soccer shed for teams to use.  For example, some teams have a 

short party after their last game.  We also recommend that the final practice is a Parent vs Player 

scrimmage game. 

Tournaments 
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Charles County schedules U14 & U18 tournament to fall the weekend before high school 

graduations.  SMYO will attempt to offer a U9 and U12 tournament each June if the schedule 

permits.  Note:  some weather cancelled games are re-scheduled at the end of the season in June 

at the same dates of planned tournament.  Special Tournament Rules will apply for these games 

including shorter games, field setups, and point systems to determine top teams for 

championship games. 

 

Certification 

NYSCA 

Completion of the NYSCA Coaching Youth Sports training is mandatory for all coaches. We 

provide your information to our county program manager. The NYSCA will mail you a 

membership card, good for 1 year. 

MSYSA 

The Maryland State Youth Soccer Association is the governing body to train coaches and 

provide soccer leagues with US Youth Soccer guidelines. The MSYSA recently changed their E 

license. Please speak with us if you’re interested. SMYO will reimburse for the training after you 

completed the course and coached the required season(s). 

Soccer Terminology 

The following is a list of important terms to learn and teach the players. 

Table 4: Soccer Terms and Definitions 

Terminology Definitions 

Advantage rule   a clause in the rules that directs the referee to refrain from stopping 

play for a foul if a stoppage would benefit the team that committed 

the violation. 

Advantages   situations where a team has possession of the ball and outnumbers 

the opposition near the opposing goal. 

American football   a term used by non-Americans to distinguish the popular U.S. sport 

of football from soccer which they also call football. 

APSL   American Professional Soccer League — the nation's only outdoor 

professional soccer league since 1991, consisting of 8 teams in the 

U.S. and Canada (expanding to 12 by 1995). 

Assist   the pass or passes which immediately precede a goal; a maximum of two assists can be credited for one goal. 

http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Referee
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Foul
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Goal
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Football
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#League
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Goal
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Attacking midfielder   the most forward-playing midfielder, playing right behind the 

forwards; he supports the offense by providing passes to forwards to 

set up goals. 

Attacker   any player on the team that has possession of the ball. 

Attacking team   the team that has possession of the ball. 

AYSO   American Youth Soccer Organization — an administrative body of 

youth soccer which sets rules and provides information and 

equipment to youth league referees, coaches and players. 

Back   a defender. 

Back header   a player's use of his head to direct the ball backwards. 

Back tackle   an attempt by a defender to take the ball away from a ball carrier by 

swinging the defender's leg in front of the ball from behind. 

Ball carrier   a player that has possession of the ball. 

Banana kick   a type of kick that gives the ball a curved trajectory; used to get the 

ball around an obstacle such as a goaltender or defender. 

Beat   to get the ball through or around an opponent by dribbling or 

shooting. 

Behind the defender   the area between a defender and his goal. 

Bicycle kick   when a player kicks the ball in mid-air backwards and over his own 

head, usually making contact above waist level; an acrobatic shot. 

Break   when a team quickly advances the ball down the field in an attempt 

to get its players near the opponent's goal before the defenders have a 

chance to retreat; also called an advantage. 

Breakaway   when an attacker with the ball approaches the goal undefended; this 

exciting play pits a sole attacker against the goalkeeper in a one-on-

one showdown. 

Bundesliga   The German professional soccer league. 

Cap   a recognition earned by a player for each appearance in an 

international game for his country. 

http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Midfielders
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Forwards
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Offense
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Goal
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Possession
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Possession
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Referee
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Defenders
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Defenders
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Ball_carrier
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Possession
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Goalkeeper
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Defenders
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Dribbling
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Shooting
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Defenders
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Goal
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Field
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Goal
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Defenders
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Advantages
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Attacker
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Goal
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#Goalkeeper
http://www.firstbasesports.com/soccer_glossary.html#League
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Carrying the ball   a foul called on a goalkeeper when he takes more than 4 steps while 

holding or bouncing the ball. 

Caution   see Yellow card. 

Center   a pass from a player located near the sideline towards the middle of 

the field; used to get the ball closer to the front of the goal; also 

called a cross.Center circle - a circular marking with a 10-yard radius 

in the center of the field from which kickoffs are taken to start or 

restart the game. 

Center line   see Midfield line. 

Center spot   a small circular mark inside the center circle that denotes the center 

of the field from which kickoffs are taken to start or restart the game. 

Central defender   a player who guards the area directly in front of his own goal in a 

zone defense; does not exist in a man-to-man defense. 

Charge   to run into an opponent; legal if done from the front or side of the 

ball carrier; illegal against a player without the ball or from behind. 

Chest trap   when a player uses his chest to slow down and control a ball in the 

air. 

Chip pass   a pass lofted into the air from a player to a teammate; used primarily 

to evade a defender by kicking the ball over his head. 

Chip shot   a kick lofted into the air to try to sail the ball over the goalkeeper's 

head and still make it under the crossbar into the goal. 

Clear   to kick the ball away from one's goal. 

Cleats   the metal - plastic or rubber points in the bottom of a soccer shoe 

used to provide a player with traction; term also used to refer to the 

shoes themselves. 

Club   a team that plays in a league. 

CONCACAF   The Confederation Norte-Centroamericana y Del Caribe de Footbal 

— the regional organization of North American and Central 

American soccer under which World Cup qualifying matches are 

played; member countries include the U.S., Canada, Mexico, and 

Central American and Caribbean countries. 
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Consolation match   a tournament game played between the losers of the 2 semifinal 

matches to determine the third-place team. 

Corner arc   a quarter-circle with a radius of 1 yard located at each of the 4 

corners of the field; on a corner kick, the ball must be kicked from 

inside this arc. 

Corner area   see Corner arc. 

Corner flag   the flag located at each of the 4 corners of the field, inside the corner 

area. 

Corner kick   a type of restart where the ball is kicked from the corner arc in an 

attempt to score; awarded to an attacking team when the ball crosses 

the goal line last touched by the defending team. 

Counterattack   an attack launched by a defending team soon after it regains 

possession of the ball. 

Creating space   when a player from the attacking team moves without the ball to 

draw defenders away from the ball carrier and give him space. 

Cross or crossing pass   a pass from an attacking player near the sideline to a teammate in 

the middle or opposite side of the field; used to give the teammate a 

good scoring opportunity. 

Crossbar   the horizontal beam that forms the top of a goal and sits on top of the 

two posts; it is 24 feet long and supported 8 feet above the ground. 

Cut down the angle   when the goalie comes out of the goal several feet to make himself 

closer and larger to an attacker - leaving the attacker less net to shoot 

at. 

Cut off   when a defensive player keeps his body between an attacker and the 

defender's goal, forcing the attacker out towards the sidelines. 

Dangerous play   when a player attempts a play that the referee considers dangerous to 

that player or others, such as trying to kick the ball out of the goalie's 

hands, even if no contact is made. 

Defenders   the players on the team that does not have possession of the ball. 

Defending team   the team that does not have possession of the ball. 
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Defense   a team's function of preventing the opposition from scoring. 

Defensemen   the 3 or 4 players on a team whose primary task is to stop the 

opposition from scoring; also called fullbacks. 

Defensive midfielder   the player positioned just in front of his team's defense; he is often 

assigned to mark the opposition's best offensive player; also called the 

midfield anchor. 

Defensive pressure   when one or more defenders closely mark a ball carrier to harass 

him into losing the ball. 

Deflection   the ricochet of a ball after it hits a player. 

Direct free kick   a kick awarded to a player for a serious foul committed by the 

opposition; the player kicks a stationary ball with no opposing 

players within 10 yards of him; a goal can be scored directly from 

this kick without the ball touching another player. 

Diving header   a ball struck near ground level by the head of a diving player. 

Draw   a game that ends with a tied score. 

The Draw   the selection of World Cup teams to place them into playing groups 

for the tournament and the event surrounding this selection. 

Dribbler   a player who advances the ball while controlling it with his feet. 

Dribbling   the basic skill of advancing the ball with the feet while controlling it. 

Drop ball   a method of restarting a game where the referee drops the ball 

between 2 players facing each other. 

Drop kick   when a goalie drops the ball from his hands and kicks it just after it 

hits the ground. 

Endline   see Goal line. 

English Football 

Association  

 an association of English soccer teams founded in 1863 to set soccer 

rules. 

European Cup   the championship tournament played between Europe's top national 

teams.  
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F.A., Football 

Association; 

often used to refer to the English Football Association, who, along 

with FIFA and other football associations, helps maintain the rules of 

soccer. 

Fake or feint   a move by a player meant to deceive an opposing player; used by a 

ball carrier to make a defender think the ball carrier is going to 

dribble, pass or shoot in a certain direction when he is not. 

Far post   the goalpost furthest from the ball. 

Field   the rectangular area where soccer matches are played. 

FIFA   Federation Internationale de Football Association — the official 

governing body of international soccer since 1904 which established 

the World Cup tournament; helps set and revise rules of the game, 

called the 17 Laws. 

FIFA World Cup   a solid gold statue given to the champion of each World Cup 

tournament to keep for the next 4 years. 

Flick header   a player's use of his head to deflect the ball. 

Foot trap   a player's use of his foot to control a rolling or low-bouncing ball. 

Football   name for soccer everywhere except in the U.S.; also, what 

American's call their popular team sport which evolved from soccer 

and rugby. 

Formation   the arrangement into positions of players on the field; for example, a 

4-3-3 formation places 4 defenders, 3 midfielders and 3 forwards on 

the field. 

Forward line   the 3 or 4 forwards who work together to try and score goals; 

consists of two wingers and 1 or 2 strikers. 

Forward pass   a pass made towards the opposition's goal. 

Forwards   the 3 or 4 players on a team who are responsible for most of a team's 

scoring; they play in front of the rest of their team where they can 

take most of its shots; strikers and wingers. 

Foul   a violation of the rules for which an official assesses a free kick. 
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4-2-4   a formation that consists of 4 defenders, 2 midfielders and 4 

forwards. 

4-3-3   a formation that consists of 4 defenders, 3 midfielders and 3 

forwards; the most common formation used by teams. 

4-4-2   a formation that consists of 4 defenders, 4 midfielders and 2 

forwards. 

Free kick   a kick awarded to a player for a foul committed by the opposition; 

the player kicks a stationary ball without any opposing players within 

10 yards of him. 

Front header   the striking of a ball in the air by a player's forehead; the most 

common type of header. 

Front tackle   an attempt by a defender to kick the ball away from an attacker by 

approaching him from a head-on position. 

Fullbacks   see Defensemen. 

Goal   a ball that crosses the goal line between the goalposts and below the 

crossbar for which a point is awarded; also, the 8-foot high, 24-foot 

wide structure consisting of two posts, a crossbar and a net into 

which all goals are scored. 

Goal area   the rectangular area 20 yards wide by 6 yards deep in front of each 

goal from which all goal kicks are taken; inside this area, it is illegal 

for opposing players to charge a goalie not holding the ball. 

Goal kick   a type of restart where the ball is kicked from inside the goal area 

away from the goal; awarded to the defending team when a ball that 

crossed the goal line was last touched by a player on the attacking 

team. 

Goal line   the field boundary running along its width at each end; also called 

the end line; runs right across the front of the goal; the line which a 

ball must completely cross for a goal to be scored. 

Goalie   see Goalkeeper. 

Goalkeeper   the player positioned directly in front of the goal who tries to prevent 

shots from getting into the net behind him; the only player allowed to 

use his hands and arms, though only within the penalty area. 
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Goalmouth   the front opening to each goal. 

Goalposts   the two vertical beams located 24 feet apart which extend 8 feet high 

to form the sides of a goal and support the crossbar. 

Hacking   kicking an opponent's legs. 

Halfback   see Midfielder. 

Halftime   the intermission between the 2 periods or halves of a game. 

Halves   see Periods. 

Hand ball   a foul where a player touches the ball with his hand or arm; the 

opposing team is awarded a direct free kick. 

Hat trick   3 or more goals scored in a game by a single player. 

Header   the striking of a ball in the air by a player's head. 

Hook   the curved trajectory of a ball due to spin imparted on it by a kicker, 

such as in a banana kick. 

IFAB   International Football Association Board — the organization 

consisting of 4 British soccer organizations and FIFA that approves 

all changes in the official international rules of soccer called the 17 

Laws. 

In bounds   when a ball is within the boundaries of the field, having not 

completely crossed a sideline or goal line. 

In play   when a ball is within the boundaries of the field and play has not 

been stopped by the referee. 

Indirect free kick   a kick awarded to a player for a less-serious foul committed by the 

opposition; the player kicks a stationary ball without any opposing 

players within 10 yards of him; a goal can only be scored on this kick 

after the ball has touched another player. 

Injury time   time added to the end of any period according to the referee's 

judgment of time lost due to player injuries or intentional stalling by 

a team. 

Instep drive   a straight shot taken with the instep of a player's foot; usually the 

most powerful and accurate of shots. 
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Intermission   the 5-minute rest period between periods of a game. 

Juggling   keeping a ball in the air with any part of the body besides the hands 

or arms; used for practice and developing coordination. 

Jules Rimet Trophy   the trophy given to the World Cup winner between 1930 and 1970, 

after which it was permanently retired. 

Kickoff   the method of starting a game or restarting it after each goal; a player 

passes the ball forward to a teammate from the center spot. 

Laws of the Game   the 17 main rules for soccer established by FIFA. 

Lead pass   a pass sent ahead of a moving teammate to arrive at a location at the 

same time he does. 

League   an alliance of teams that organizes sporting competition. 

Linesmen   the 2 officials who assist the referee in making his decisions; they 

monitor the sidelines and goal lines to determine when a ball goes out 

of bounds and they carry a flag to signal their observations. 

Linkmen   see Midfielders. 

Loft or lob   a high-arcing kick. 

Man-to-man   a type of defense where each defender is assigned to mark a different 

forward from the other team; the most common type of defense for 

national-level teams. 

Marking   guarding a player to prevent him from advancing the ball towards the 

net, making an easy pass or getting the ball from a teammate. 

Match   a soccer game. 

Midfield   the region of the field near the midfield line; the area controlled by 

the midfielders. 

Midfield anchor   See Defensive midfielder. 

Midfield line or center 

line  

 a line that divides the field in half along its width. 

Midfielders   the 2, 3 or 4 players who link together the offensive and defensive 

functions of a team; they play behind their forwards. 
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MISL   Major Indoor Soccer League — started in the U.S. in 1977 playing 

games of 6 players per side in modified hockey rinks covered by 

artificial turf; became the MSL in 1990. 

Mismatch   when a particular offensive player is far superior to the defender 

marking him. 

MLS   Major League Soccer — the new U.S. outdoor league scheduled to 

begin play in the Spring of 1995. 

MSL   Major Soccer League — a U.S. indoor league which formed in 1990 

from the MISL and folded in 1992. 

NASL   North American Soccer League — an outdoor league formed in the 

U.S. in 1967 that attracted great international players including Pele 

and huge audiences to the U.S. in the 1970s; folded in 1985. 

National team   a team consisting of the best players in a country chosen to represent 

it in international competitions such as the World Cup. 

NCAA   National Collegiate Athletic Association — governs and organizes 

sports at the collegiate level; has its own soccer committee. 

Near post   the goalpost closest to the ball. 

Net   hemp, jute or nylon cord draped over the frame of the goal and 

extending behind it; also used to refer to the goal itself. 

NPSL   National Professional Soccer League — a U.S. indoor league that 

plays its games in a modified hockey rink, much like the former 

MISL; plays by non-traditional rules to create a faster-paced, higher-

scoring game; also, a different league by the same name that played 

in the 1960s, merging with another league to form the NASL. 

Obstruction   when a defensive player, instead of going after the ball, uses his 

body to prevent an offensive player from playing it. 

Offense   the function of trying to score goals. 

Offensive player   see Attacker. 

Offensive team   see Attacking team. 
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Official game clock   the clock that the referee carries with him on the field so he can 

signal when each half is over; does not stop during the game, even 

when play does. 

Officials   the referee and 2 linesmen who work together to make sure the game 

is played according to the rules of soccer; responsible for stopping 

and restarting play, keeping track of the score and the time remaining 

and citing violations of the rules, called fouls; they wear uniforms 

that distinguish them from the players on both teams. 

Offside   a violation called when a player in an offside position receives a pass 

from a teammate; an indirect free kick is awarded to the non-

offending team. 

Offside position   an attacking player positioned so that fewer than 2 opposing 

defensive players (usually the goalie and 1 other defender) are 

between him and the goal he is attacking; a player is not offside if he 

is exactly even with one or both of these defensive players. 

On defense   describes a team that does not have possession of the ball. 

On offense   describes a team in possession of the ball. 

On-side   the opposite of offside. 

Open   describes an attacking player who does not have anyone marking 

him. 

Out of bounds   when a ball is outside the boundaries of the field, having completely 

crossed a sideline or goal line. 

Out of play   when a ball is outside the boundaries of the field or play has been 

stopped by the referee. 

Outlet passes   when a goaltender or defender passes the ball from close to his own 

goal toward the other team's goal; used to start a counterattack. 

Overlap   when a winger moves away from the sideline towards the center of 

the field to create space for a teammate to advance the ball 

undefended along the side of the field. 

Overtime   the extra periods played after a regulation game ends tied; used in 

collegiate and championship international matches to determine a 

winner. 
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Passing   when a player kicks the ball to his teammate; used to move the ball 

closer to the opposing goal, to keep the ball away from an opponent 

or to give the ball to a player who is in a better position to score. 

Penalty   short for penalty kick; also, a punishment given by the referee for a 

violation of the rules. 

Penalty arc   a circular arc whose center is the penalty spot and extends from the 

top of the penalty area; designates an area that opposing players are 

not allowed to enter prior to a penalty kick. 

Penalty area   a rectangular area 44 yards wide by 18 yards deep with its long edge 

on the goal line; the goalkeeper may use his hands to block or control 

the ball only within this area. 

Penalty kick   see Penalty shot. 

Penalty shot   a kick taken from the penalty spot by a player against the opposing 

goalie without any players closer than 10 yards away; awarded for 

the most severe rule violations and those committed by the defense 

within its own penalty area; also taken in a tiebreaker to decide a 

match. 

Penalty spot   the small circular spot located 12 yards in front of the center of the 

goal line from which all penalty kicks are taken; positioned at the 

center of the penalty arc. 

Penetrate   to advance the ball behind opposing defenders (between them and 

their goal). 

Periods   the segments of time into which a game is divided; a regulation 

game played by adults consists of two 45-minutes halves. 

Pitch   a British term for soccer field. 

Play   to trap, dribble, kick or head the ball. 

Play on   a term used by referees to indicate that no foul or stoppage is to be 

called; used by referees when applying the Advantage Rule. 

Playoff   a tournament that takes place after a season's schedule has been 

completed; used to determine a champion. 
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Points   a team statistic indicating its degree of success, calculated as 

follows, 2 points for a win (3 in the 1994 World Cup), 1 point for a 

tie, 0 points for a loss; also, an individual statistic for a player, 

calculated by totaling 2 points for each goal and 1 point for each 

assist. 

Possession   control of the ball. 

Post   goalpost or the area near it. 

Professional foul   a foul committed intentionally, usually by a defender on an attacker 

just outside the defender's penalty area; used to prevent a scoring 

opportunity without incurring a penalty shot. 

Push pass   when a player pushes the ball with the inside of his foot to a 

teammate. 

Qualifying Draw   the division of teams into groups for World Cup qualifying matches, 

held 2 years before The Draw. 

Qualifying matches   games played in the 2 years preceding the World Cup to determine 

which teams participate in the tournament. 

Receiver   a player who gets a pass from a teammate. 

Red card   a playing card-sized card that a referee holds up to signal a player's 

removal from the game; the player's team must play the rest of the 

game shorthanded; presented for violent behavior or multiple rule 

infractions (two yellow cards = one red card). 

Referee   the chief official; he makes all final decisions, acts as timekeeper, 

calls all fouls and starts and stops play. 

Regular season   the schedule of games set before the season; consists of all games 

played before a playoff or tournament is held. 

Regulation game   two completed periods of a game, prior to any overtime or 

tiebreaker. 

Round   a stage of a tournament at which teams compete; the World Cup 

tournament has 5 main rounds. 
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Rugby   an offshoot from soccer started in the early 1800s; rugby players are 

allowed to pick up the ball with their hands and run with it, and also 

make full contact with each other whether going after the ball or not. 

Save   the act of a goalkeeper in blocking or stopping a shot that would 

have gone into the goal without his intervention. 

Score   to put the ball into the net for a goal; also, the tally of goals for each 

team playing in a game. 

Scorers   players who score goals. 

Scoring opportunity   a situation where a team stands a good chance of scoring a goal. 

Screening   see Shielding. 

Set play   a planned strategy that a team uses when a game is restarted with a 

free kick, penalty kick, corner kick, goal kick, throw-in or kickoff. 

Shielding   a technique used by a ball carrier to protect the ball from a defender 

closely marking him; the ball carrier keeps his body between the ball 

and the defender. 

Shin guards   pads that strap onto a player's lower leg to protect the shins should he 

or she be kicked there. 

Shooting   when a player kicks the ball at the opponent's net in an attempt to 

score a goal. 

Shorthanded   a team playing with less than its full complement of 11 players. 

Shot   a ball kicked or headed by a player at the opponent's net in an 

attempt to score a goal. 

Shoulder charge   minimal shoulder-to-shoulder contact by a defender against a ball 

carrier; the only contact allowed by the rules unless a defender 

touches the ball first. 

Shutout   preventing the opposition from scoring any goals in a game; for 

example, a score of 2-0 or 4-0; goalies are often credited with 

shutouts because they did not allow any goals to get past them. 

Side tackle   an attempt by a defender to redirect the ball slightly with his foot 

away from a ball carrier running in the same direction. 
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Sideline or touchline   a line that runs along the length of the field on each side. 

Single elimination   a type of tournament where a single loss eliminates a team from the 

tournament. 

Sliding tackle   an attempt by a defender to take the ball away from a ball carrier by 

sliding on the ground feet-first into the ball. 

Small-sided game   a match played with fewer than 11 players per side. 

Square pass   a pass made by a player to a teammate running alongside him. 

Starter   a player who is on the field to play at the start of a game; a team 

usually makes its best players starters. 

Steal   when a player takes the ball away from an opposing player. 

Stopper   the defender that marks the best scorer on the attacking team, often 

the opposition's striker; exists only in a man-to-man defense. 

Striker   a team's most powerful and best-scoring forward who plays towards 

the center of the field; also, the name of the mascot for the 1994 

World Cup. 

Substitution   replacement of one player on the field with another player not on the 

field; FIFA rules allow only 3 substitutions per game. 

Sudden death   a type of overtime where the first goal scored by a team ends the 

game and gives that team the victory; most overtime in soccer is not 

sudden death. 

Sweeper   the defender that plays closest to his own goal behind the rest of the 

defenders; a team's last line of defense in front of the goalkeeper. 

Tackling   the act of taking the ball away from a player by kicking or stopping 

it with one's feet; only a minimal amount of shoulder-to-shoulder 

contact, called a charge, is permitted to knock the ball carrier off 

balance. 

Territory   the half of the field which a team defends. 

Thigh trap   when a player uses his thigh to slow down and control a ball in the 

air. 
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3-on-1 break   a type of break with 3 attacking players against only 1 defensive 

player. 

3-on-2 break   a type of break with 3 attacking players against 2 defensive players. 

Through pass   a pass sent to a teammate to get him the ball behind his defender; 

used to penetrate a line of defenders. 

Throw-in   a type of restart where a player throws the ball from behind his head 

with two hands while standing with both feet on the ground behind a 

sideline; taken by a player opposite the team that last touched the ball 

before it went out of bounds across a sideline. 

Tie game   when two teams have scored the same number of goals in a match; if 

the game ends tied, it is a draw. 

Tiebreaker   a way to choose the winner of a match when teams are tied after 

overtime; in FIFA tournament play, a series of penalty kicks are taken 

by players from both teams, and the team that scores on more of them 

is declared the winner. 

Timekeeper   the job of the referee, who keeps track of the official time to notify 

teams and fans when each period is completed. 

Timeout   an official break in the action of a sport; the rules of soccer do not 

allow for any timeouts; timeouts for television advertising breaks are 

permitted by NCAA collegiate rules. 

Touchline   see Sideline. 

Trailing   running behind another player. 

Trap   when a player uses his body to slow down and control a moving ball, 

most often using his chest, thighs or feet. 

Turnover   the loss of possession of the ball. 

2-on-1 break   a type of break with 2 attacking players against 1 defensive player. 

Two-way midfielder   the versatile midfielder most responsible for organizing play in the 

midfield area; often a team's energetic leader. 

Unsportsmanlike 

conduct  

 rude behavior. 
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USSF   United States Soccer Federation — organization formed in 1913 to 

govern soccer in America; America's link to FIFA, providing soccer 

rules and guidelines to players, referees and spectators nationwide. 

USYSA   United States Youth Soccer Association — the official Youth 

Division of the organizes and administers youth league competitions, 

establishes rules and guidelines, and holds clinics and workshops to 

support players, coaches and referees. USSF and the largest youth 

soccer organization in the U.S. 

Venue   location where a sporting competition is held. 

Volley   any ball kicked by a player when it is off the ground. 

Wall   a line of 2 to 6 defending players pressed together shoulder-to-

shoulder to protect their goal against a close free kick; creates a more 

difficult shot by reducing the amount of open goal area the kicker has 

to shoot at. 

Wall pass   a pass by a ball carrier who sends the ball to a teammate, then runs 

behind his own defender and quickly receives a pass back; used to get 

a player past his defender without having to dribble by him; same as 

the "give-and-go" in basketball. 

Win-draw-loss record   a summary of the outcomes of a team's matches; for example, a team 

with a 3-1-2 record has played 6 games and won 3, tied 1 and lost 2. 

Wings or wingers   the outside forwards who play to the sides of the strikers and whose 

primary task is to provide them with accurate crossing passes so they 

can shoot at the goal; often the fastest players and best dribblers on a 

team. 

World Cup   the international soccer competition held by FIFA every 4 years 

between the top professional teams in the world, pitting nation 

against nation; the most watched event in the world, attracting a 

television audience of over 3 billion viewers. 

Yellow card   a playing card-sized card that a referee holds up to warn a player for 

dangerous or unsportsmanlike behavior; also called a caution; 2 

yellow cards in one game earns a player an automatic red card, 

signaling his removal from the game. 
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Zone   a type of defense that assigns each defender to a particular area in 

front of or around his team's goal in which he is responsible for 

marking any attacker that enters; often used in youth league games 

but rarely in professional competition. 
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